parallel, it is likely that their changes may the relationship between parallel changes and faults, ' we have designed and implemented an algorithm to detect "direct" semantic interference between parallel
In our earlier work [12] [13], we delineated the changes. To evaluate the analyzer's effectiveness in phenomena of, and the problems related to, parallel fault prediction, we designed an experiment in the changes. In a subsystem of Lucent Technologies' context of an industrial project. We first mine the 5ESSTM Telephone Switching System, high degrees of change and version management repositories to find parallelism happened at multiple levels. To disclose the sample versions sets of different degrees ofparallelism.
relationship between parallel changes and faults, we We investigate the interference between the versions studied prima facie conflicts at the textual level, with our analyzer. We then mine the change and checking the overlap between the lines changed by version repositories to find out what faults were different developers. We found two important results: discovered subsequent to the analyzed interfering 1) 3% of the changes made within 24 hours by different versions. We use the match rate between semantic developers physically overlapped each others' changes;
interference and faults to evaluate the effectiveness of and 2) there was a linear correlation between the the analyzer in predicting faults. Our contributions in degree of parallelism and the likelihood of a defect in this evaluative empirical study are twofold. First The version and fault history data for our study releases of two similar products aimed at distinct comes from the change management system of 5ESSTM.
markets. In Lucent Technologies, the evolution of 5ESSTM is * The activities within each of these levels cut across managed by a two-layered system: a change common files. there is a significant correlation between files with a an IMR's problem), whether the change is for fixing a high degree of parallel development and the number of fault, perfecting or improving some aspect of the faults. Using PCmax, the maximum number of parallel system, or adding new features to the system. Each
MRs per file in a day, as the measure of the degree of functionally distinct set of changes to the code made by parallel changes, our analysis showed that high degrees a developer is recorded as a MR by ECMS. For each of parallel changes tend to have more faults. The MR, there is a short abstract written by developers analysis of variance strongly indicates that, even describe its purpose. We use the approach in [9] to accounting for the faults correlated with lifetime, size classify MRs into according to their purposes: adaptive, and numbers of deltas, parallel changes were a perfective, and corrective. When a change is made to a significant factor (p < .0001 -i.e., the probability that file in the context of an MR, SCCS keeps track of the the results happened by chance., namely 1 in 10,000). actual lines added, changed, or deleted. This set of changes is known as a delta. For each delta, ECMS
In this repository we found high degrees of parallel records its date, the developer who made it, and the changes and a direct correlation between parallel MR to which it belongs. So, from ECMS and SCCS, changes and faults. We believe that this repository we can get both the actual changes on the source code serves well to adequately evaluate the utility and and the purpose for the changes.
effectiveness of the methods, techniques and tools that detect interference between parallel changes. SCCS is a pessimistic version control system. At a given time only one developer can check out and [12] and [13] This result also supports for our belief that more three sets, the composition of the three sets is shown in conflicts happened at semantic level than at textual Figure 3 , and the average size of changes and average level. In the previous study, in high degree parallel size of the source file are shown in Figure 4 .
changes, only 3% interference can be detected in the textual level. And the results in Table 1 Figure 6 In the three sets, the density of faults is very similar, while the hit ratio in fault prediction is quite classification on the 19 false positives: Figure 6 shows that the hit ratio in high degree parallel changes is much higher than that in low degree parallel only a portion of that time is actually spent finding and in [20] . fixing the fault. Second, only a portion of the actual In summary, the match between semantic time is spent in finding the problem and rediscovery; it interferences and predicted faulty code supports is this time that would be saved by our analyzer. . '~~~~we have checked the similarity among the sets in the also give a more precise prediction of potential faults. ditbuonfchgeofifrntppss,heil sizes, the change sizes, and the density of fault-related detection by semantic preserving transformations. changes. We argue that the equivalence of these Different from them, SCA focuses only on variable deffactors rules out confounding variables.
uses rather than the whole dependency graph. While
We believe that our results our consistent with what such a simplification means we do not catch all one would intuitively expect about parallel changes and possible faults, it does make SCA a lightweight tool that is both feasible and effective in real projects. The whatis sppoted ith ur arlir stdie: hihly results of Step 5, the efficiency evaluation of the parallel changes do not allow time for developers to deteton athm, gie strong suppor f our adequately understand the implications of changes and detection.
hence are more prone to faults as a result of these simplification.
changes. Our current results are consistent with our
[15], [17] , and [19] propose change impact analysis earlier results: there is a significant correlation (p based on atomic change classifications and associate < .001) between the degrees of parallelism, semantic them with test cases. They work at the method level, interferences and faults. The new and interesting and compare two abstract syntax trees, thus providing results here (see Figure 6 ) also agree with ones more precision but paying a higher overhead. SCA intuition about adaptive changes: there are likely to be works at the statement level, comparing the vertices by more interfering changes made to add new functionality variable def-uses and associated text. Ours is more than in correcting faults, or improving existing narrowly focused on significantly less overhead.
functionality.
[18] uses fault localization to identify changes from Although our study is based on the history data in a the version management system and a fault database, pessimistic version control system, SCCS, this and correlate them as fault-inducing changes. However, approach can be easily extended to optimistic version our approach is based on the semantic analysis on the control system, such However, the origin of the data in our study is quite Yang [24] increased the soundness of semantic conflict different from theirs. In the construction of the control and treatment groups, they were able to differentiate
4) The overhead of using our semantic interference the historical data into VE and non-VE related groups. detection approach is very low and can help Without that extra-repository distinction (i.e., the VE developers to find faults very early; and, footprint instrumented into the histories), the evaluation 5) Preciseness of pointer analysis, identification of would not have been possible. Thus, while this variable renaming, and control-flow changes are empirical study did use historical data from version and the major factors that affect the effectiveness in change management, it was, in a real sense, detecting interference and predicting faults. instrumented data. While in our evaluation of SCA, all
Our experimental design itself is a significant the data in our study was not instrumented, but data contribution to providing rigorous evaluation of tools. readily available in the repositories.
We avoid the invalidity problems of contrived faults.
[ To provide an effective evaluation, the fault sets files in a directory, and predicts faults from the were mined from the version and change management incomplete changes. We, on the other hand, focus on repositories, rather than intentionally introduced. This the semantics of the code, predicting faults from "mundane realism" not only removes the internal semantic interference.
validity problems associated with fault seeding (the 7. Conclusions and Future Work representativeness of the faults seeded, the placement of those faults, and the frequency of fault occurrence, Our research has yielded two important etc), but also increases the external validity or the study. contributions: first, we have shown that a limited form of semantic interference detection can provide an The results from our study also suggest ways of effective and useful means of predicting faults in an combining oureapproac pith that interhers tocion increasingly common context; and second, we created the effectiveness of the semantc interference detection an effective and novel design for rigorous experimental algorithm. As complementary approaches to static evaluation of analysis tools using and mining change analysis tools such as SCA, dynamic analysis and version management repositories, techniques, such as dynamic slicing [5] or symbolic execution [7] 
